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CBTC members will be riding in the 25th annual Jim Kruse 
Century on April 13.  The ride honors the legacy of Jim Kruse, 
who began riding at the age of 76, using it as a weapon 
against aging and immobility.  The ride this year benefits 
Donate Life Georgia, a nonprofit dedicated to saving lives by 
registering organ, eye and tissue donors. 
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CBTC Monthly Meeting 

Monday, 1 April 2019 
Carrey Hilliard’s 

11111 Abercorn Street 

2018 Board of Directors 

President: Ken Robichaux 
kenrobichaux@gmail.com 

VP Mike Griffith 
griffohio@gmail.com 
Treasurer, Joe Kreger 

jocekreger@comcast.net 
Secretary Doug Powelson 

doug.powelson@comcast.net 
Member at Large 

Jack Knops 
dunkfknopps@comcast.net 

2018 Committee Chairs 

Ride Director 
John Girardi 

johngerardi@hotmail.com 
Membership Director 

Margie Robichaux 
margie.bodybyvi@gmail.com 

Newsletter Rich Wharff 
r02581@icloud.com 

Advocacy Vicky Graham 
vhag46@aol.com 
Education/Safety 

Ken Robichaux 
Merchandise John Arney 

johnarney@gmail.com 
Publicity Mike & Deb Grtiffith 
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CBTC April 2019 Ride Schedule 

Helmets are required on all rides, and rear view mirrors are highly 
encouraged.  Please arrive at least 15 minutes prior to the 
scheduled departure.  CBTC members and guests must sign the 
waiver prior to departure. 

If there is a ride cancellation, the CBTC web site will be updated with a cancellation notice at least 
one and a half hours prior.  An email will also be sent to club members by the ride director. 

Date/ride Mileage Directions Ride Leader

6 April 2019, Rincon Ride 26 & 35 Rincon, GA: Old Kroger on Hwy 
21 in Rincon, 5667 Hwy 21 
South, Rincon, GA 31326. There 
are no restrooms here but the 
Parkers on Highway 21 as you 
come into Rincon has clean 
restrooms.

Mike Griffin 
griffohio@gmail.com 
614-216-3462

13 April 2019 No club ride due to participation in 
the Jim Kruse Century ride in 
Statesboro, GA

20 April 2019. Guyton 
Ride

24 & 39 Guyton, GA. Meet in front of IGA at 
101 West Central Blvd (Highway 
17) and GA119.

Kim Turner, 
214-725-2490

27 April 2019, Skidaway 
Island Ride

19, 24 & 33 miles Park in The Village parking lot, 
across the street from the BP gas 
station.  

Deb Wharff, 
410-905-1690
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There are open dates 
for anyone who would  
like to be a ride leader. 

Contact John Girardi 
to find out more. 

johngerardi@hotmail.com

mailto:griffohio@gmail.com
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Bike Ed 
This month’s edition is devoted to riding protocol and safety, which obviously go hand-in-hand.  
Riding protocol relates to norms for group rides, in particular road rides with multiple riders.  While 
most, if not all, CBTC members ride in groups and are generally aware of ride protocols, it is useful to 
review some relevant information about group rides as a reminder.   

Bike safety relates to group rides, so we’ll focus on ride protocol and various safety topics. 

Ride Protocol 

Group rides are the norm for CBTC members.  From the “official” Saturday rides, to the “unofficial” 
other rides that members participate in, riding in a group of cyclists presents benefits and risks.  The 
benefits are obvious, only the person in front deals with wind conditions, while those behind benefit 
from the draft effects.  Risks are obvious - moving bikes in close proximity create the risk of impacts, 
and we all know that impacts can quickly result in crashes.  When bike riders become horizontal in a 
vertical sport, the result is at minimum embarrassment, and quite often, injury.  So let’s review some 
basic ride protocols: 

Ride Formations: Georgia law allows either single-file or two 
abreast ride formations.  When riding single file, each group 
should be no larger than 6-8 people, so that vehicular traffic can 
quickly pass each group.  Longer single file groups tend to make 
vehicular traffic “squeeze” by, putting both bike riders and on-
coming vehicular traffic at risk.  Moreover, long single file 
formations inhibit voice commands, such as “car back” from 
reaching the ride leader. 

Rotating pace line: CBTC riders generally rotate every mile.  If riding single file, the lead rider signals 
they are finished “pulling” by tapping their right hand on either their helmet or right hip.  The leader 
slows, allowing the pace line to pass, and returns to the line becoming the last rider.  It’s important to 
fall back only when there are no approaching vehicles.  If riding two abreast, the lead riders signal 
their intention to fall back in the same fashion as above, then fall off to the left and right of the line, 
allowing the two abreast line to pass between them before returning to the line at the end of the 
pace line. 

In both instances, pace lines should maintain a constant speed, and riders should maintain a safe 
distance between bikes.  A good rule of thumb is the “3 and 1” rule, maintaining 3 feet between 
bikes, and stay 1 foot to either side of the bike in front.  Never overlap wheels, and be attentive to 
voice commands such as “slowing”, “stopping” and arm commands (e.g., left turn). 

Hand commands:  Hand commands are used to indicate turns, 
stopping, road hazards, and approach to rail road tracks.  Most hand 
commands are self explanatory and obvious, per the graphic 
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depicted to the right.  Rail road track approach hand signals are extended index and 
middle fingers (behind the back) and parallel to the ground (i.e., the horizontal 
extended fingers are representative of actual rail road tracks). 

Voice Commands:  Voice commands, sometimes called “call outs”, should be made 
loudly and clearly for all group riders to hear.  All riders are responsible for helping the 

call outs get passed through the top by repeating it fort the person either in front or in back of the 
pace line, depending on the meaning of the call out.  Voice commands are self explanatory.  Most 
common voice commands are “car back”, “car up”, “slowing”, “stopping”, “gravel”, “glass”, “road kill”, 
and “tracks”.   

Safety Topics 

Emergency alerts:  Most GPS devices have a built-in emergency contact 
field.  When (and if) the GPS detects a sudden stop, the device, through a 
connected mobile phone, will generate an emergency call to the designated 
contact.  For those who have an Apple Watch or other “smart” watch, similar 
emergency notifications are available.  Emergency alerts are extremely 
useful for people who ride by themselves and who may require emergency 
assistance.  My Garmin GPS unit’s emergency contact screen is to the right. If 
you don’t have an emergency device, suggest carrying a photo ID and extra 
insurance card on yourself or in your bike tool bag, in case they’re needed.  
A case in point: Last year Hilton Head resident (and who rode with Savannah riders) Dan Carr, while 
riding  solo in Dublin, Georgia, was struck and killed by a hit-and-run driver.  Dan had no ID or any 
other identifying information, and it took 3 days to identify him and notify next-of-kin.   

Rear looking Radar:  Garmin, and other GPS manufactures, offer rear looking radar units that also 
function as rear lights.  These units detect approaching traffic, and display that information on the 

GPS unit, allowing the rider to not only be aware 
of approaching traffic, but also see where that 
traffic is in relation to the rider.  The Garmin unit 
is called “Varia”, and warns of vehicles 
approaching from behind up to 153 yards (or 
140 meters).  Multiple vehicles can be detected, 
and are displayed indicating relative speed of 

approach and threat level.  The radar unit and GPS displays are depicted to the left and right. 

Helmets: Nothing is more important than a bike rider’s helmet.  If, for whatever reason, you fall or 
crash, or - even worse - are hit while riding a bike, a properly fitted safety-rated helmet can be the 
difference between minor injuries and debilitating injuries or even death.  More than 800 cyclists 
were killed in crashes with vehicles in 2016, to include one CBTC member.  More than half of those 
killed were not wearing a helmet.  Bicycle helmets reduce the risk of head injuries by an estimated 
50%, but until recently, consumers had little or no information to make a judgement relating to how 
safe a particular helmet might be. Take it from someone who was broad-sided by a speeding car, - 
driven by a distracted driver - helmets save lives. 
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 In June 2018, the first ever safety rating for bike helmets was conducted by the Insurance Institute 
for Highway Safety (a non-profit financed by the insurance industry) and the Virginia Tech Helmet 
Laboratory, which evaluates various sports head protection.  Thirty popular bike helmets were put 
through a battery of six tests of commonly impacted locations on the helmet.  Helmets were then 
rated on a 5-star basis, with 5-stars being the best in terms of safety.  Only four helmets garnered the 
highest rating, all of which were equipped with the Multi-Directional Impact Protection System 
(MIPS), a newer helmet technology that creates a low-friction layer inside the helmet.  Cost was not a 
good predictor of performance.  Both the $200 Bontrager Ballista MIPS and the $75 Specialized 
Chamonix MIPS helmets earned 5 stars.  A complete list of all 30 helmets tested can be found at: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/tanyamohn/2018/06/26/first-ever-bicycle-helmet-ratings-released-
only-four-earn-5-stars/#3a91f79c44e6 

So if you’re in need of a new helmet, consider reviewing the rankings and select something that 
affords the greatest safety, and forget the price.  It all boils down to: What’s your head and life worth? 

CBTC Reboot 
A CBTC Strategy Committee has been meeting and working on methods to increase CBTC member 
participation, in the interests of furthering the club’s legacy as one of most significant cycling clubs in 
the greater Savannah area.  Efforts are underway to modernize our out-reach to new riders, to 
include a new CBTC website, outreach to other area riding clubs, promotional information at local 
bike shops and bike related venues (e.g., Bike Walk Savannah), and a general on-line (virtual) and 
real presence to facilitate club membership and growth.   We are all hopeful this effort results in 
furthering the existence of the Coastal Bicycle Touring Club.  Updates on this effort will be shared at 
the monthly CBTC meetings.   
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Winter Garden Ride  
A large contingent of CBTC riders journeyed to Winter Garden, Florida on 14-17 March, to ride 
along the West Orange and South Lakes trails, and take in the sights of Winter Garden and environs.  
The group stayed at the Edgewater Hotel in the historic district of Winter Garden, where they 
gathered for breakfast and after-ride socials.  The Edgewater, built in 1927, retains its period decor, 
and was a wonderful venue to start and end group rides.  The photo collage below gives a glimpse 
into the fun and frivolity of the event - to include a couple of shots that include actual bikes - that was 
enjoyed.  All agreed to return to Winter Garden next year, making it one of the club’s most attended 
out-of-the-normal ride outings.  And it bears saying, the photos give credence to the theory that 
CBTC is a social/eating club with a bike problem…….just sayin’……………. 
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If you are in need of bikes, bike equipment or repairs, visit any of these shops and receive 10% 
discount of parts and accessories.  
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